same measurement has been preserved. However, the cubit was smaller than the hsb, and since, to my knowledge, one never finds more than one z? in measurements (that is: the hsb probably equals two z?), while up to twelve cubits are written after a hsb14 it follows that the cubit was in any case smaller than a 23. Presumably also the z3 was larger than 12 cubits. Otherwise one would have expected to find the former unit used in the example quoted.
The following list gives the references to all the multiples of the various units, with the exception of the sgt, from the statements of definite areas known to me from published texts of the Old Kingdom. Urkunden, I, 246, line 15 reads with Farina 3 sgt and 3 @. However, according to Breasted's collation, the reading 4 sfit and 2 /i3 seems more probable [3], and the published photograph5 appears to confirm it.
For the smaller units, the system here is apparently the same as that of the 5 Sch'afer, Ein Bruchstuck altUogptischer Annalen, pi. ii.
Middle Kingdom (1 aroura=2 rmn=4 hsb = 8 z M 0 0 cubits), except that here the unit of 100 cubits is called t3 rather than s&, which latter term is applied to a much larger en tit^.^ I t also seems clear that the @was probably 1000 cubits or 10 t? as in the Middle Kingdom. The main question to be decided here is the relation between the s8t and the G. As already mentioned above, the only suggestion known to me sets the aroura equal to 10 b3. I think, however, that the relation can be demonstrated to have been 1 st3t = 3 fc?=30 t?, quite apart from the dangerous argumenturn ex silenfio that no more than two @ have so far been found in any measurement.
One of the contracts of Nikacankh7 deals with the division of the two arouras 7 Urk., I, 24 8.; Fraser, "Early Tombs at Tehna," ASAE, 111,122 fl., pi. iv. donated by Mycerinus for the support of the priests of Hathor, the Lady of Raonet, into twelve equal portions of five units of land each [4] . As published, the writing of the unit involved is not quite clear (the sign has rectangular ends), but the longl thin shape resembles a t3 much more than a sgt. For the introduction of measurements of area by 3ht sfit (the bolt and coil), even where the area involved was smaller than an aroura, compare Urkunden, I, 244, line 8, or even better, though from an earlier period, Urkunden, I, 5, line 2 [5] , where the word sfit written after the measurement indicates quite clearly that we are dealing with part of the introductory phrase and not with a specific from, each of them [6] . The areas have unit of area. That the reading must be tl not all been preserved, but we have the also follows from the consideration that amounts of grain in all four cases. The first each of these lots should be only a sixth of three priests each owed three measures. an aroura. We thus obtain: two s(3t equals I n the case of the fourth, Sethe saw only sixty t3 or one silt equals thirty 6. a 1 but emended it to 3 to agree with the An objection could be raised here that others. I t would seem safer, however, to the land distributed by Nikacankh might leave the text as it was. I t is clear from have included areas other than the two the first two cases, which are better prearouras donated by Mycerinus. I think, served, that each unit of land owed one however, that such documents as the measure of barley. The units of land are juridical stela from Karnak8 show that here written with an idb-sign, twice facing pains were taken to establish in the deed to the right and twice to the left. Since a itself the legal right of the vendor or unit smaller than the s8t is wanted, I testator to dispose of the property. This think it safe to read a tl here also. After is done here for the above-mentioned two the schedule, the text continues, "[The arouras; but no other land is referred to. fields, etc.] which shall be delivered to If there had been any, one might have them [prr n'sn] from the property of expected that its origin would also be Tepemnefret. I have made over her stated.
property to these ka-priests, amounting The other pertinent text is the will of to a small aroura [m stit ndst] ." In other TjentL9 Here two sgt formerly belonging words, in addition to the usual sgt of to his mother Bebi are disposed of. One of thirty t3, there was a smaller unit of only these (ir iqr sn-nw n %t sfit [2])1Â is given ten t?, usually written with a b3-sign and to his wife and then divided among four perhaps so read (at least in later timesn), ka-priests, with a schedule giving the area that was also called the "small aroura." assigned to, and the amount of barley due
We thus obtain the following relationship of units of area for the Old Kingdom: Egypt and one that agrees much better with the splendor of his tomb and his obvious status than the 172 feddans obtained by using the smaller value. Likewise in the case of Nikacankh7s contracts, 39 feddans seems a much more reasonable source of income for a priesthood than about one and a third, particularily considering that the land was divided into twelve portions. The donation made by Userkaf to Re in the year after the third numbering is of somewhat greater historical importance.13 I t was a t least 1704 arouras and 87 cubits of land, in modern terms over 33,280 feddans, an enormous and quite unparalleled gift for the Old Kingdom.
1 Urk ,\I, 242. 11 9-10.
The system here described did not survive into the Middle Kingdom, where the largest unit is the G-t3 of 1000 cubits. At some time before the New Kingdom, the term s(3t came to be applied'to the unit of 100 cubits, the aroura of later times. The total of $t sfit 864,1681 given by Papyrus Harris, 11, 9 for the lands belonging to the Theban templed4 certainly precludes any other interpretation. Even with the aroura a t only 0.651 feddans, that figure becomes about 561,709 feddans, or roughly one tenth the arable land of modern Egypt.
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